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LATE NEWS BRIEFS
Tii^biggrest news tonight copes meat;;'against the United States
froiri'v;#'sjsli.ing;'tpn, where presi- \anfr^r«aitBritain. Anger, is dident Roosevelt, in his news con- rected at the tf. S. for allowing
ference today, stated that Ameri- the thirty year old trade agree can citizens may enlist in armies ment to lapse. The Japanese take
of belligerent nations without this as a slap in their overly Vol. XIV Z122
losing their American citizenship. tender faces. Their reason for
However, to keep that status, antagonism against the British
they must not take the oath of is Britain's stopping and searching Japanese ships on the high
allegiance to that nation.
John L. Lewis and his United seas. As yet, England has made
Mine Workers have indicated no' comment on this new detheir apparent choice for the velopment.
Presidency—Senator Burton K.
In Sweden, the American emWheeler of Montana. This became bassy in a proclamation asked
known when the association gave that all United States nationals
a rising vote of thanks to Wheel- prepare to leave the country at
er upon conclusion of an address any immediate time. The notice
in which he stated what may be- said that much danger would be
come the planks of his plafform. averted if the American citizens
In Japan it was reported that would leave, before complete
there is a rising tide of resent- evacuation became necessary.
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Number 14

Harvey Opens IHR with Outline
Events Leadina
ng to World
Reason for Russb-German
Pact Cited in Afternoon

"Not all the wars of history h a v e ' been completely- destructive," said Dr. Mose L. Harvey, associate professor oif
history at Emory University, speaking Thursday morning before
the opening session of the Fourth Annual. Institute. of..Human
Relations this "week-end.
••• ...
Beneficial War, Maybe'
"Some wars have been beneficial 'and it may well be that
this war may prove to be .'one
of those. Wars are a test of. oar
civilization and in that fact tie
Declares Economic Forces
their greatest importance. They
exert tremendous pressure upon
of Most importance in War
our economic and social life and
sometimes, as • in-'.th^. ^ast war
As
one
of
the
entertainments
"Goering is the man in Germany upon whom England
for the Institute of Human Re- this results in an intensiJicatiaB
arid France are pinning their hopes of overthrowing Hitler''
lations speakers, fthe 'Interna- of class hatred; natibn^sm arid
declared Henry Wolfe veteran expert of foreign affairs in his
tional Relations Club will have economic conflict;* However, this '
AMANDA JOHNSON
lecture here Thursday night before the Institute of Human Reas its honor guest for breakDean of the Institute.
lations.
fast, Clifton Utley. The affair
Allies Nonplussed
will take place Sunday morning
in the tea room. Among the fac"The reason for the delay in
ulty
invited are Dr. Mack Buckdeclaring war on Germany when
ley Swearingen and Mass Helen
she invaded Poland was due.to
Greene.
the belief. . .even conviction. . .
Mr. ytley addressed the stuon the part of the governments
dent body Saturday morning and
of France and England that
there was going to be a revoluafternoon, speaking on "The
tion in Germany. They were abNext Peace". For many years he
solutely confident that if Hitler
has BfeCn connected with the
invaded Poland there would be
Foreign Relations Council of
"We are all descendants of Adam and universal brother- Chicago, and WGN, Chicago's
an immediate revolt of the army
hood
is not a dream 'nor a hope—it is a reality, declared Rabbi radio station.
led by General von Fritch. They
were afraid to tell the people the Ferdinand Isserman speaking in chapel yesterday morning.
'We are living in a world conreason for the delay because it
would tip off Hitler."
scious of differences. We are always thinking of ourselves in
"Instead of revolt von Fritch
little groups and are not fully
was killed on the Polish front.
aware of the things men have in
The French believe him killed.
by the Nazis. Now they are hopcommon/' stated the Rabbi.
ing for Goering!"
MOSE HARVEY
Giving instances c^f ancient
pressure
may force changes., a n i
Unknown Quantity
countries worshipping each with
reforms and thus become benea different god he told of the
"Goering is one of the most
ficial to civilization,''.
ideas and people changing under
dynamic men in Europe," Wolfe
the
influence
of
the
prophets.
Dr. <Harvey remarked.,, that .'•
added, "And he may have sur/ "By accepting religious philoprizes for everyone before this
"this is a strange war and; it is
sophies periodically men can
war is over, even for Hitler."
stranger still that: .there.»should
• Wolf discussed the causes of
find relief from the cruelty of
be a war at all.",.. ,. .. -\
the war, saying that at the root
the' world". The idea of world
"Ten years ago,'.',... he. }> added,
of the war lies economic distress.
brotherhood and humanity is all
"it would have ;been,,infconceiyHitler solved,his economic proba mirage but men must have
able that there w,Quld; ..'b'e^ a war
lems for a time by building up
ideals in order to live decent
within one. or.. -jtjw,R. .fenerations,
enormous war industries!, butt
lives.
• because- we had. .then in voperaeventually he exhausted his intion a system.. of;;, .spile cttye" seSligftt Differences
(Continued on back page)
curity."
He outlined.'^bje .various
,• Rabbi Isserman explained that
MENKY WOLFE
systems of security,,!, tt\c ieague
the difference between the AryMARGUERITE JERNIGANV
of;'Nations, Br.ian.d, „pact, .E^llogg
an and Semitic races used to be
President. ' of the YWCA,.
pact, 'the, B,alanpe,.Oi!,:!PAWe!:' * n
difference in languages spoken
INDEX.
wiich
organization,
i
res
. Reception'' Given
Europe and then discussed, theni.
but now nobody knew exactly
Article
Page
sponsible for,the annual In.. Prevention Was Possible
what
the
differences
were.
It;
is
After
Wolfe's
.Talk
Apollo Boy's Chpir
stitute''of Human Relations.
... o
.
"Any one of those events
Honoring Dr. Mjose Harvey. more religious differences than
Book Review
2
could have been' ./.prevented at
assistant professor of history at,' anything else and, these are freElections
.'..-, 3 Emory University, and. Henry quently translated into antagoany time by England,,qrad France
It Looks From Here ... . . . 4 Wolfe, lyceum speaker, the Y. W. nism; "and hostility. Continuing
and the so-called 'status quo' nations,"
said Harve^,'/'but the
Letter to Editor
along
the.
same
line
he
pointed
. . . 4 C. A. entertained , the student
important
fact' is "thatvih'ey did
Refugee Student
.... .3 body at a tea, Thursday night in out that there are great differences, both between religions and
The deadline for all Corin- not prevent' them. .In" my opinRoosevelt Ball
.'..- 3 Ennis Recreation .Hall, follow- within religions.
thian material is January 31st. ion, they did /hot stop them, not
ing Mr,. Wolfe's address on "The*
Scandal-light
...2
European: Situation."
. •'.j .'' After discussing the history of < Bring; your poems, short stories, because they could; n'o't, "but beSports Page, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5;
During the informal gather--^ religipn^aU religion's, .have simT .essays, and sketches by the Per- cause they prefered \not' to dp
These People Make News . . . 2 >ing, Dorothy Peacock and liav-j, . pie 9rigms--comparative religr sonnel office a^d leave in either so. The 'status quo' natiohs were
What We Like Poll • • • • • • » • ' .a- riett-Hudson served;-cookies a.n$ ions—all great .religions surviv-, Dr. ; Dawson s box or. the Corln-' themselves dissatisfied by the
(Continued on pitfre five)
'iktf ' L -V'''"'*-/
', WW.. .:
(Continued on page two)
coffee.'
... j.
thian box. ,

Goering is White Hope
for Overthrowing Hitler
According to H* Wolfe
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IRC to Give
Breakfast In
Utley's Honor

Isserman Points Gut
Unity of Races, Greeds
Reviews History Of
A
Rising, Falling Nations
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Stories by Scandallighpand think twice before fairing
Sins Found Out
forth into that lazy-person's
The power of the press is
world.
rarely questioned, but Panke
Publicity—Conscious
Knox took the matter a little
I regret that there is nothing
too far at the Flagstad concert
printable
about Mr. Jordan this
Saturday night. She had facetiously remarked to her friends week and I suppose that really I
Motli.u Nature has had a during the afternoon that she am to blame. Apparently he is
(
te«ii>'.'>'. in tier teapots" Cor the had gone to the Ansley and in- getting suspicious because he
paK'f' vvetiic ic so, referring obvious- terviewed Madame Flagstad for started t'o say something witty
ly hi \\w. ;;I:IDW and ice that has about thirty minutes. That night about the library the other day,
then changed his mind saying
become :;n usual lately that we at the auditorium she was lathat he had been getting too
hav<f ail inquired Yankee bro- menting the fact that Liebestode
much publicity lately.
gue:; Mv,i taken up ice skating. was not on\ the program when
Eufc having still some of the old one of her party asked why she
Borneo Wild-Woman
' South era lethargy in our sys- had not asked the artist to sing
W . H « * « e —
mean, « — * - ( * * J T * £
When Martha Fors and a group
tem;: o:i.< j.st of us take our ice it. She explained in detail that of girls spent last Saturday in
* . intends to sive Marlon Bennett. Other • • * • £ ' » • » »
dkaJ'in*' on. as broad a base as the conversation was so enthusi- Macon they decided to splurge
weather are: Harriett Keller, Winifred Stokes and Ceto O u t .
possible;—there's • less1 danger of astic that they entirely overlook- their weeks allowance on a meal
ed many important matters that
k&mg aw.v'i balance that way.
might have come up. Suddenly at the Tavern. There was nothing
E'ej-.w^v^j. dodging snowballs
the girl beside Panke. who hap- difficult about their all ordering
an«i recasting snowmen in the
pens to have been me, became a steak, but when the waiter
dan';: we. took time out to wonaware of the lady in the next asked Martha how she wanted
der, wiry everyone seemed so en- seat craning a crick in her neck hers, she surprized him by ansthusiastic about the matter. in order to overhear the conver- wering 'raw'. When the other
"My Prayer" played by Kay Kyser and his orchestra is the
S*jue;\to of: delight at the fall of sation. Seeing that she had been girls giggled the waiter decided
ewery flake must mean some- caught in the act the lady said, that surely she was not from perfect setting for an underclassmen at G. S. C. to have a.date
thiai^.
"Did you interview Christine Borneo and ventured to ask if , with "Bill" who is preferably an S. A. E. at Tech.
Ruth Richards, a Savannah Flagstad?" Caught, Panke ad- she meant 'rare'. Martha stills
According to statistics corn* fourth as many votes as S. A. E.
product, was a mitted that she went up to the blushes.
piled from a questionnaire given
Bill, John, and Jack, in that
little overaw- hotel for a few minutes and
to the frosh sophomore chapel order ,are the more prevalent
He, She, or It?
ed by it all. chatted with the Arctic song
You have probably heard al- last week, these are the favor- names of current boy-friends.
"Snow is a
sparrow. Then the gray-haired ready about the Freshman who ites.
On this question, the favorite
novelty to me", eavesdrbpper wanted to know
was not listed; just the name of
said on Mr. Capel's quiz that
Miller, Shaw Next
she answered. what Mme. Flagstad was wearthe boy who holds first place
Henry Grady could not have
Other songs that ranked high
"This was the ing, the color of her eyes, how
been a President of the college in the questionnaire were "All now.
first I'd ever long her hair was, and other
because it was a hotel in At- The Things You Are", that new
"Life" Cops Honors
seen a n d I leading questions of interest to
lanta.
For
reading matter, the unCole Porter melody, and "Carethought it was every true female. In the meanless". Kyser, by long odds, was derclassmen chose "Life" with
A Deafening Chorus
I I I wonderful. Of time, Panke was straining her
Dr. Boesen left himself wide the top orchestra, followed by. "Good Housekeeping" and "Cosi l j course, I ap- anterior anatomy trying to hear
mopolitan" tying for a poor secpredated
its the number being sung while at open for lambasting from ' the Glenn Miller and Artie Shaw, ond. In the novel field, Marrespectively.
E. Eiclbiairifis
beauty, but its the same time she appeared to supporters of the Honor Sysgaret Mitchell stands head and
tem the other day by a remark
being my. first sight of snow be answering these all-importBy 155 votes Tech had the lead shoulders above all other writant questions. The ironic part he made in German. He had on Emory, the second place winwa;;. what fascinated me."
asked the entire lass to pro- ner, which polled only seven- ers. Second choice was Lloyd C.
Since.- this year's freshman about the whole matter is that
Douglas. Edna St. Vincent Milnounce a word in unison; one
cJ;ttt; seems to differ in its' ideas she blamed me for the incident girl responded. He said, "Get teen ballots. Following S. A. E. lay, Longfellow, and Poe pollsaying that if I had not talked
the favorite fraternities were
in. various matsome life in you. You sound as Sigma Chi and Kappa Alpha, ed 31, 28, and 21 votes, reso
loudly
she
would
have
been
ten* we thought
spectively, in the choice for favspared telling a lie. Panke, of all if you were voting for the Hon- neither of which polled oneperhaps Flororite poets.
or System."
people!
ence Kitchens a
Franklin D. Roosevelt copped
f r e- .•»• I'.' m a n,
Definitely Incongruous
all honors in the race for favorite
wnuid do IikeOne little Freshman was sit-,
American. Polling 90 votes to the
wjiic. However,
ting
in
a
corner
of
her
room
three taken by Washington, Linh i,'1. c • answer
a few nights ago diligently trycoln, and Tom Dewey, the Rooseciufieiv ' correing
to
read
when
the
noise
of
her
velt, according to the questionlated Ruth';. : 'l$
room mates and friends became
naire, could have a third term
By
BERNICE
KELLY
HARRIS
.
have
always
a little too much. Glaring frightfrom these students. Others menReviewed By Mildred Ballard
liwci in, South
fully at them, she said, "Oh, hell,
Life in the South at the turn of the century trobs plotlessly tioned in this race were Mickey
Georgia, no it
F. Kitchens
can't you be quiet? I'm trying io. .
Rooney, Mack Swearingen,,'and
W>tR. completely
from page to page in this well-written novel. The simple everyread the Bible."
William Clyde Capel.
new to i:n.e. [.liked it very much,
day characters are the people w e find in our mothers snapAnd Her Opinion?
Easiest Crip—English
axKl it wa:» just as I had always
shoi a l b u m - p e o p l e who hide their inmost emotions behind
Dr.
Swearingen
made
a
stateComing
down to dull subjects,
e>:p^i(,:to.;1 it to be."
a
mask
of
marvelous
self-restraint.
And
yet
tears
well
up
in
ment
that
may
be
of
interest
to
ranking as the easiest course on
We had alas, not conducted a
those
crip
hunters
who
are
sympathy
with
these
undemonstrative
rural
folk.whose
passion- - —
^
(stm
under.
fair opinion survey, we had only
planning
to
teach
as
the
easiest
ate tendernesses are so intimately revealed b y their author. cclassmen
Eng' «pp4:oac!:ied girls from the far
l a g g m e n sspeaking!)
peaking!)
wwas
a s Engway
out.
He
says
that
his
wife
lish with Physical education
Souti'i, where snow is something
Thprp are humorous situations,
running a poor second receivthe bloodhounds tracked Eliza taught school for five years be- too—humorous
lrteie aie num because
_
^
^
they
ho f&A y o u t e a c a k e g f r o m
fore
he.
rescued
her.
His
termina
spotless
kitchen.
And
Naning less than half the votes acamiss. But then again, perhaps
strike a chord in our memories
ology
is
enough
to
make
you
stop
if; wafi.alt right, because we wantand we recall similar circum- nie Lou's hero-worship is too corded English. The hardest
ed tec Eiad...out. why all the noise
stances. A sense of sharing en- familiar to be taken lightly. course was conceded by a large
Milly and Calvin—their tragedy majority to be Social Science,
over the snow fall, and Surely
riches what we read.
WOLFE
is a recurring strain throughout although this course was also
Vhiwo. who. had never seen any
(Continued from page one)
A little North Carolina town the story, ending with sad fi- voted ''the second most .popular
before were making the most
forms the back drop against
course. Biology is the second
nality in the last sentence.
nroisei
ternal economy and chose the
which a bewildering maze of,
easier alternative of war.
Purslane is more than a re- most difficult subject, according
kinship is projected. Uncles and
to underclassman sentiment.
Long Wear Predicted
aunts, brothers and cousins, uni- gional story about the South
Gable Beats Power
"I do not share the optimism ted by the bond of common joy alone. All America can search its '
(Ckinteiuedl from page one)
With his time-h'pnored box
of some commentators who ex- and sorrow, undertake the pro- pages and find there traces of its
office tenacity, Clark Gable is
• ing today- hold to the belief in pect an early conclusion to this cess of living with one accord. own inheritance. And the South
far
the most popular movie star
war.
I
am
very
much
afraid
one G-ddv and the psychology of
Birth, death, young love, mar- itself is treated from a new and
in
filmdom.
"The man with the
rctfigiou—a universal hunger for that it will drag on and on until riage, strange superstition, suc- refreshing angle. No morbid reeyebrows," Tyrone Power, runs
worfMp Rafobie Isserman con- the winners—and I expect the cess, failure, all bow to the hand cital of War and Reconstruction
a poor second, several figures
cluded:, ttofc even in the field of French and British to win—will of the Creator in the shadow days this. The author bring3 us
behind strong-man Gable.
religion, where we seem to be be only a step ahead of the los- of the little community church a striking portrait of the early
The best possible choice for
dtykkfi; there is unity. He ended ers. Ii»r<|^her words, until Hue and the little red school house. 1900's, so simply and truthfully
,
Gable's
leading lady would be
whole
of
Europe
is
faced
with
will». tii.K statement "Is America
When Miss Carity dies, you written that it stirs her readers
(Continued on page five)
tt& enWga to assay this role oi economic collapse." concluded miss her. She's the little old deeply.
Wolf.
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Speed and Darin
. . . feature the college ice hockey battles that
are steadily gaining in popularity in U . S. sports
circles. Here is the fast-moving forward wall of
Loyola University (Los Angeles), which is out
to cop the west coast championship away from
Southern California. The sport of ice hockey
was originated at M c G i l l University (Canada)
in". 18,79.' ' ' Collegiate Digest Photo by Reis-Cunningham
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"Gosh! I'd Like to be Like Her 1"

"Tender Care for Tiny Tots"

Claudette Ranch Cooke, a film-struck kitchen worker, played b y Louis D. Day
in the University of Pennsylvania all-male Mask and W i g club show "Great
G u n s " , wistfully reads glamor magazines while she peels spuds for the gulping
boarders.
-'
Acme

That would be a g o o d slogan for the new baby-tending organization established b y
Harvard undergraduates to help them pay for their college education. Rates have been
reduced, and the service is expecting a rush of new business. Here's Jim Lightbody,
track captain, demonstrating just how the members of the crew d o their j o b . wide World
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They Make
Their Own
Molasses

1

|1|

Mot

W i t h the help of a
circle-walking horse,
these J w o A p p a l a chian State Teachers
College students are
making molasses in a
corner of o n e of the
fields of the college
farm.
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BLONDIE fcmt
Straight from the"funnies"
and films come "Blondie"
and Dagwood with laughs,
tears, and thrills. A grand
mm half-hour program featuring the Columbia Pictures'
stars, Penny Singleton and
Arthur Lake. Don't miss
it. Every Monday night on
§$%M CBS network - 7:30 pm
|ffl
E.S.T.; 9:30 pm C.S.T.;

MgfJS
mm

CROSBY

*n

•*

ifft*,3*'i
S*»wBafe

AND MILDRED

, ; -

BAILEY
# >

A half-hour with "the best
Dixieland Band in the
land*" — f e a t u r i n g Bob
Crosby, songstress Mildred
Bailey, and the "sending"
Crosby "Bobcats." Every
Saturday night-NBC, Red
- 10:00 pm E.S.T.; 9:00
pmC.S.T.;8:00pmM.S.T.;
7:00 pm P.S.T.
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8=30 pm M.S.T.; 7:30 pm
P.S.T.
MONDAY NIGHT

SATURDAY NIGHT
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^Copyright, 1940, tt. J. Reynolds Tobacco Compan;
Winston- Salem, North Curolini
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post-Season Exercise is Necessary for Gridders

pea

these Bates C o l l e g e football players play at many kinds of games to k e e p in condition for next
season. M a n y of their limbering-up exercises are informal, such as this p i l e - e m - u p contest.

CAMELS ^ *^f
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In recent laboratory tests,
CAMELS burned 2 5 % slower
than the average of the I S
other of the largest-selling
brands tested - slower than
any of them. That means,
on the average, a smoking
plus equal to

S EXTRA
SMOKES
PER PACK!
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HEY, FELUOW,
HOW ABOUT A LIFT? P>
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Because of robberies and murders committed
in mid-west states by hitch-hikers, thumbriders at the University of Iowa were having a
hard time snaring rides—at least they were
until Fern Eggen, a nursing student and member
of Kappa Kappa Gamma, came along with a
bright idea. Now she's a stooge thumber (the
first in the nation we'll wager), and not only
gets rides for her fellow-students, but earns
real jingling-money for her budget. Follow the
pictures, and discover just how it's done.
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ColUaiate Dijjr.tt Photos by Johnson-Davis
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The 36-foot, gasoline
powered ketch, "Valhalla," was caught in
this interesting photo
study as she sailed out
of the M a r b l e h e a d
(Mass.) harbor, piloted
by two Massachusetts
State College students,
Charles McCredy and
Dion Merriam, who are
on leave to study bacteriology on a 4,000mile jaunt to Rio de
Janeiro.
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First, Fern collects her two-bit fee.
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When driver stops, she opens the door
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Top Beauties of Their Classes
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Freshman Doris Schaeffer and Sophomore Virginia Bogart are the reigning co-eds of
at University of Southern California.
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"Oomph Girl"
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That's the title voted t o Juanita Brumfield b y
Mississippi State C o l l e g e students. She's a
junior in the school o f business.

Lamps for the Oil of Gandhi
In direct response t o an appeal from the great Indian leader, Manindra
G u h a , University o f Chicago chemist, has invented this new lamp which
will burn Indian vegetable oils instead of kerosene. W i t h this device,
G a n d h i will reduce lighting oil imports from England.
wide World

Maps and History Books are Helping U.S. Collegians

She Ruled Over Harvesters

. . . t o understand the European fracas that has them debating the
rapid-fire developments in w o r l d diplomacy a n d war. T y p i f i e d in
this photo of M i l l s College's M a r y Lane is the collegian's active
interest in w o r l d affairs—world affairs which they hope t o fathom
b y a faculty-directed study of t h e past against the ever-changing
pattern o f present maneuvers.
Columbia Photo

Senior Ruth E. K e n n e d y , home economics
student and member of A l p h a Chi O m e g a ,
presided over t h e harvest ball festivities at
Pennsylvania State C o l l e g e .

WsHaii

Not So Hotsy
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That's what Georgia Tech diet experimenters
proclaimed after they tried t o live on the food
quotas proclaimed for all German citizens b y
Feuhrer A d o l f Hitler. They gave up their
regular eating schedule and religiously followed the N a z i war rations for about a month
with t h e results shown in the accompanying
photos.

M

Collegiate Digest Photos from Acme
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That's what Hattiesburg ( M i s s . )
State Teachers College students say
a b o u t ' Freshman Theron " F a t t y "
L y n d , who's taking a bit o f a caning from Joe Stringfellow.

• Waiters had a difficult time eluding the hungry dieters when
they passed with great trays of A m e r i c a n delicacies.

Mmur* ^

Yes, Sir, the Faculty Took Directions
Turn about is fair p l a y , say Northeastern University students, so
they've produced a play with teachers as actors and undergraduates
as directors. Instructor S y d n e y Bloomfield and D o r o t h y Leeper (of
Simmons C o l l e g e , for Northeastern is n o t c o - e d ) are shown in a
SCene from "Post Road."

• Ja.ck Lester gets his first meal under the selfimposed diet: quarter o f a raw cabbage, one
a n d a half frankfurters, three slices of rye bread,
half a p a t of butter, glass of skimmed milk.
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• G e o r g e Stribling gave up o n the eighth d a y , went on a meateating jag to regain the five pounds he lost.

• A l l experimenters " w e i g h e d i n " at the beginning of
the stunt. Here's H e n r y M a y o on the scales, with Instructor D . M i t c h e l l C o x checking up on him.

Golle6tdeDi6est

First Collegiate Unit of Sons of American Revolution
Here are the cadet charter member, of the Citadel chapter ol the
the American Revolution, first orSani«ation of its kind at any U. S. Institution or h.3ner
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Dr* Swearingen
Initiates IHR
At Y Meeting
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"The cause of the present war
is the treaty of Versailles," Dr.
Swearingen proclaimed to the
first general Y meeting of all
students held in Peabody auditorium Monday night.
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Shown here in their choir robes, the twenty-four
voices.

i?'*^;^v^fjj

Lyceum Presents Apollo
Boy's Choir Monday Night

• Cinemactress A n n Rutherford made dates with five
collegians from a& many colleges when she was in the
nation's capital. The photographer caught her dancing
with John Smith, Georgetown senior.
photo by Zoioom

:it&^m,

•.'V'vV*f
• " W o w ! " says hot-cha Martha Raye as she listens to a bit of campus gossip
from G i l Petersen, O h i o State Sigma N u . Dates with "big names" are always
sought by collegians, often are made as a result of a dare by fellow-students.
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ing o n t h e h e e l s of H e n r y Wolfe, the Apollo Boy's choir, t h e
fourth L y c e u m attraction, will sing h e r e M o n d a y night, Jan-

Cooper-Founder, Director
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-
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• When name bands appear on the campuses, dancers usually
crowd the bandstand to watch the musicians. N o exception was
the appearance of Duke Ellington and his orchestra at O h i o Uni-

•Professional yokel Judy Canova was
the queen of the senior ball at decidedly
un-yokel Columbia University in N e w

versity.

Y o ^ Qtym

C o l l e c t * Digest Photo by McConnaushey

C o l l e g i a D i 9 « t Photo by Fondiller
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• Celebrities, whenever possible, are interviewed
]*y students over the radio. Here's Wisconsin's Jay
Goldberg putting the questions to Bandman Tommy
Dorsey.

Coll«Bi*l« Digest Photo by Altman

• Broadway stars A b b o tt and Costello, like many other
stage and radio celebrities, often are called on to pick
campus queens. Here they are introducing their campus
king and queen selections at College of the City of Mew

York.

Collegiate Dlge« Photo by Levitt

• Campus actresses like to receive the advice of professional stage people, and Edna Evans of Catholic University
got a lot when she interviewed William Gaxton, "Leave
It To M e " star.

• Collegiate song writers always collar visiting musicians
to audition their latest tunings. A c e trumpetman Henry
Busse is giving a listen to a tune by William Freed and
Herbert Vonhof, Lehigh University students.

In this joint discussion and
talk preparatory to the Institute
of Human Relations Dr. Swearingen further discussed the background of the war, and the prese n t situations.
Marguerite Jemigan wiio a n nounced the possibility of the
arrival of a refugee student this
quarter, led the discussion which
concluded that such meetings
should be held once a month.
Martha Respess,
Margaret
Pitts, and Mary Jean Everett
were in charge of the program.

Lyceum n u m b e r s are arriving in quick succession. Appear-

u a r y 29th. •
The ' Birmingham
Apollo
Boys' Choir is composed of
twenty-four boys between the
ages of nine and thirteen years.
Its membership represents twenty'schools and is chosen' in open
.competition. The boys are from
various parts of Alabama, Georgia,..Mississippi, and other states
even as far distant as Washington.-They are, for. the most
part, boys of superior •intelligence, having an average I. Q. of
120.

B
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boys who compose t h e Birmingham Apollo

Boys Choir will sing: in t h e Russell Auditorium Monday night. The choir is made up of unchanged
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Austrian Girl
Gomes to GSC
As Student
During the next week an Austrian refugee student, Alice
Gswitsch, is expected on the
campus. She has been in New
York since she came over in October 1939 and has worked as a
maid first, then as a governess.

The origin of the. Apollo Boy's
Choir dates, back to the early,
Before she came to this counchildhood of its youthful direc- try, she stayed in France for six
tor, Coleman Cooper. As a youngster Mr. Cooper was reputed to
have a.ra^e voice but there was
no boy's choir, in Birmingham in
which he could sing. He decidr
ed then that as soon as he was
prepared' he would organize^ a
boy?s choir so that other children •might have the opportunity
he had..bee.n.'denied. Mr. Cooper
is twenty-eight years old, took
his undergraduate major in child
psychology and minors in religion and public speaking. His
musical training, including piano;
voice, harmony, and choir directing has been gained from
private instructors. ,
Two years ago, Rev. Schnitt.
Dean of the famous Vienna Boys
Chair, invited Mr. Cooper to go
to Vienna for study. For over
two months Mr. Cooper lived
and studied with them in thenhistoric medieval palace. While
there he selected several lovely
numbers which his boys now
sing.
Varied Language Group
The repertoire of the choir
consists of both secular and sacred choruses and solos ranging
(•ontJnued oil back page)

ALICE GEWITSCH

Noah Announces Judges
For Ga. Music Festival
L e a d e r s in musical education all over Georgia will participate in t h e h u g e Georgia Music Education C o n f e r e n c e ' to b e
h e l d o n the c a m p u s , F e b .. 3-9 according to t h e p r o g r a m ann o u n c e d today b y Max Noah, h e a d of music h e r e .
The Vocal Division, which convenes here Wednesday and
Thursday, will be presided over
by Mr. Haskell Boyter, director
of Music at Commercial High
School in Atlanta. Mr. Boyter is
also vice-president of t h e Georgia Music Education Association.
Gaines Walter, chairman of
the Orchestra division, is orchestra director of Boys in Atlanta.
The guest conductor of the
All State Chorus, one of the features of the meet, is George F .
Strickling, director of music in
the Cleveland Hights
High
School, Cleveland, Ohio.
The chairman of the Public
School Music, division is Albert
Goff, music' supervisor from
Thomasville, Georgia, who is a l so state- chairman of the Elementary Music Festivals.
U. B. Graham, another leader
of the conference, of supervisor
of music and director .of, the
band at Washington, Georgia. ,
' The Creative Musiq division..
will be led by Miss Clewe Carson, head of music at the P. Y.
Yonge Laboratory School of the
University of Florida at Gainesville.

months with- her cousin's,, family. Her parents are now in Marseille, France, waiting their-.turn
to be admitted to the United
States.

Her father

formerly

owned one of the biggest Viennese 'construction material o r -

ganizations, but was deprived, of
it!afteir "Anschluss". ;j ,. ... . . . . . >
MissGewitsch is nineteen,. She
completed the Vienpa.,. jHijgh
school with high, ranking. She
is interested in ,"sociology' and
hopes to continue her studies in

Beginning
next
Thursday,
February first, t h e machinery
for campus elections will b e in
motion. Harriett Hudson, president of College
Government
stated that the three major organizations, C. G. A., Rec, and
the Y, would hold their annual
elections as usual, on t h e first
Thursday of February.
To explain the election system to the freshman class, College Government^ will conduct
the chapel exercices Monday and ,
Tuesday. Jane McConnell president of the Junior class,. will be
in charge.
The election system, as inaugurated last year, is to have p e titions of twenty-five
names
handed in by five o'clock of the
afternoon of February
first.
These nominees a r e voted on
in the primary, held the following Thursday, February eighth.
On February fifteenth, the two
high ranking winners in the primaries will contest in the finals.
Class elections will go through
the same procedure a s organization elections. The dates set are:
February twenty-second, petitions of fifteen names for class
and day student officers; February twenty-eighth, primaries;
March first, final run-off.
"We are anxious that these
elections be taken earnestly and
conscientiously by the entire
student body this year. We hope
that they will be given a generous response," concluded Harriett Hudson.

"We Dance That Crippled
Legs May Walk," Tonight
Cecil Kristal
And Band Play
A floov show and a special n o break in addition to the usual
girl tagging will complete the
Roosevelt Ball to be- held in the
gym Saturday night from eight
itil tweleve.

CECIL KRISTAL

that field. She has taken piano
for many years and can write
English and French, shorthand.
While in France, she attended a
course in . dressmaking, and
learned something about French
styles and fashions.
She has no financial resources
of. her own and no relatives in
this country.: S h e ; eomes to us
with t h e highest recommendations.

Cecil Kristal and his orchestra from Macon will furnish t h e
music for the dancers. The orchestra has appeared in some of
the leading night clubs and h o tels throughout the South and
has broadcast over 40 different
radio stations. During t h e past
summer they played at t h e
White House Hotel, Biloxi, Mississippi.
The competition for the special
nbbreak is warming u p in all
the dormitories on the campus
each class trying to out sell the
others. Mr. Jordan is in charge
of the ticket sale and a representative of each class : is, selling tickets in each dormitory.,
This dance is being sponsored
to help raise funds for the .fight
of infantile paralysis throughout the country and, incidentally,, to help celebrate the President's birthday.
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Letter To The
Editor

Campus Camera
(PRINCETON U. MAS
AWARDED BUT THREE
"$U\AMA CLM LAUDES*
INPHVSICS,TWOOF
THEMTOONE^FAWIILV
|i

-THE CQMPTONS.
DR. KARL O0AAPTON
ISNOWPRES.OFMASS
INST.OFTKHNOLOGX
WHILE BROTHER AKWUR
ISAPROFEWATCWGO.
AND A NOBEL PRIZE WINNER.'
4
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COLLEGE '
WON 64CONSEOfllVE
BASKHBAUa * GAMES AT

Dear Editor:
I notied that last week in the
Colonnade certain1 students at
Sanford complained about their
mealsT May I say that "this side
of the pasture is not greener."
I understand that the dietitian
cannot give us caviar on such a
meager allowance, but I do believe that the food can be kept
clean. It certainly doesn't increase our appetites to sit down
to a table laden with plates
which still wear egg from breakfast time, or glasses which still
show the trace of lipstick. Why
can we not at least have clean
dishes
and silverware—and
food? For the food itself is often
unclean. How can we be expected to eat carrots which have not
even had the dirt sraped off,
or a few other foods which give
the impression of being only
slightly washed. And why should
we so frequently be served foods
into which bugs have dropped?

In another respect our meals
contradict our lessons in health.
We have been told that we
should not eat food which is not
well cooked. Yet the fish we are
served looks and tastes' as though
it had seen heat but for a minute or two. The potatoes are
raw in the middle and the rolls
have uncooked dough in the center.
We do not ask to have expensive meals. All we ask is
that what is served to us be
clean and well done, and be
served on clean platters. This
Our Wednesday morning optional chapels are in danger
request does not come from a
of being discontinued! Although the programs for the most selected few—the whole main
part have been excellent and have presented to the students dining hall is of the same opinion.
really good music for the listening, the crowds, have been alAnother hungry student.
most increasingly small. It would seem that chapel conducted
EDITOR'S NOTE: We thought
in this way, without announcements, speeches, etc., should b e , the above problem had been
more restful and ralaxing than otherwise. Chapel-going ceases' somewhat thrashed out last
week, but now at least we have
to become a duty, and becomes a pleasure at this point.
heard from both camps. CleanFurthermore, under the present regime, wherein one chapel liness of food, we admit, is something that can and should be
cat equals one class cut it would b e an unhappy situation to
remedied.
say the least if Wednesday became compulsory chapel day
There were two other letters
also. Also it is our one chance to prove that we are capable of in the mail this week which we
could not print due to lack of
choosing what is good for us and attending for that reason.
space. One concerned the shortage
of water in dormitories lately.
This is easily explained. Water
mains all over the city have been
bursting due to the cold weather
and other perverse and inanimate reasons. The city has been
mending these as last as possible
It has recently been suggested that boys dating GSCW
(Continued on back page)
girls in GSCW parlors be allowed to smoke. This question has

Editor Comments
Wednesday Chapels May Be
Compulsory If Not Attended

Quotable Quotes
"Colleges canjnot talk about
democracy and at the same time
refuse to allow democratic principles and methods to be used
on their own campuses. Boards
of trustees, faculties as well as
student bodies, must see democracy as a way of life effective
here and everywhere.' Dr. Gould
Wickey, Council of Church
Boards of Education secretary,
demands that students and faculty members practice what they
preach.
"The unit we must work with
is the individual human being,
and we are coming to under-

stand that the student can't be
subdivided either. It won't do to
deal with his intellectual side
alone and neglect his health and
morale; we must reckon with
his esthetic and emotional side,
and by intelligent guidance help
him adjust himself to the real
world in which he must live.
Educators have been saying
these things for years, now they
are beginning to act as if they
believed them." Dr. Frederick
P. Keppel, Carnegie Corporation
president, commends our teachers for their new educational
policies.

It Looks From Here
By BETTY ADAMS

Refugee Student Problem
Is Outgrowth of War Crisis
It looks from
here as" though
the Institute of
Human
Relations is now the
primary interest on this campus. The Institute has as its
theme this year
Internat i o n a 1
Affairs, and it
might not be
entirely inopportune to consider
a by-product of the several conflicts,—the refugee problem.
• Refugee has been defined as
any person who under stress of
force has left his home and become dependent on the hospitality of others.
Old Situation
Refugee movements are no
new thing. In earliest history
we- have accounts of many such
movements; that of the Goths
and Visigoths into Greece and
Rome, of the flight of the Jews
from Germany and Poland under the force of the Crusades, of
the Moors into Spain, and of
our ancestors into this country.
Culture Improved
History has also shown that
these movements carry with
them a great spread of knowledge, usually; for instance, the
Greek monks after the fall of
Constantinople furnishing the
main impetus for the Renaissance. We do not forget the tremendous contribution of the
Moors to the Spanish culture and

the Hugenots to ours. These migrations have generally enriched the countries to which they
came, and impoverished the
countries they left.
Just what are the existing conditions in the main refugee-producing countries as regards the
number of refugees, and what
is being done to alleviate the
problem?
Japan, by her invasion of
China, has contributed over
fifty million refugees "of which
number over two million are
children. Many of these are retreating in a great western migration to build a new and modem state, but with what they are
going to build, and for wha.t,
they aren't quite sure.
The Spanish Civil War manufactured about half-a-million refugees, who did not await an
organized movement to help
them, but who threw themselves
on the mercy of the French government. The majority of them
still remain in entirely inadequate and temporary camps on
i, French soil. Franco has suggested that they may be allowed to return to Spain at the rate
of about two thousand weekly,
although those returning will
probably be placed in armed
camps.

Faying Proposition
Hitler is the only dictator who
has managed to turn his refugees into a paying proposition.
He is permitting about one hundred seventy-five thousand persons, mainly Jews, to immigrate;
that is, they may leave for somebeen discussed before and at the last time brought up, the
where after the government has
salient points of the opposition were that it created a fire hazard
taken seventy-five per cent of
their wealth. The remaining
and that there are no ashtrays provided in the parlors and rePublished weekly during school year except during holidays twenty-five per cent is given
creation halls for smoking.
and examination periods by the students of the Georgia State College them, the majority of which is
for
Women, Milledgeville, Georgia. Subscription price $1.00 per
in the form of German goods,
It takes no masterful intellect to see immediately that these
year. Entered as second-class matter October 30, 1928, at the post
and out.of which any foreign
two excuses will not hold water; that neither argument pres- :ffice, Milledgeville, Ga, under the act of March 3, 1879.
exchange is deducted. So they
ents a problem that cannot b e solved easily. Smoking in the
leave, but unfortunately are not
Member
M P H M M T M K M NATIONAL AOVIDTIIIHa BY
parlors and recreation halls could not be a greater fire hazforgotten. They must send back
Associated Cblle6iafe Press National Advertising Service, Inc. to Germany a per cent of their
ard than smoking in the rooms now is for the,obvious reason
Cttttv PtMisbtn RtprtuMsiht
Distributor o£
income (when and if they se4 1 0 MAQitON Avt.
N«w YORK. N. Y.
that bedlinen, trashcans, etc., afford a better opportunity for
ClHCM* • VMTOR • M l A M I k l l • SAR FMftCIK*
cure one) for the support of
Coller3iateDi6est
stray embers to catch up than do bare floors, metal back fumiJews remaining in the fatherEditor
Margaret Weaver Business Manager . . Julia Weems land.
• ture, and the ashtrays, that could without too much effort bo
Managing Editor . . . . Panto Knox Assistant Business Mgr...Doris
Now where are these and
Thompson
installed.
Associate Editor Carolyn Stringer
other
refugees to go? There has
Circulation Mgrs. Darien Ellis,
.. There is little enough for a visiting boy at GSCW to do un- News Editors . . Winonah Murphy,
been formed an international
Ruth Stephenson
Lucia Rooney.
der the existing restrictions. It must b e at times terrifically bor, (Continued en feck page)
Exchange Editor . . Martha Fors Photo. Editor .. Clarence Alterd
- ing, so w h y deprive them of even this mode of entertainment?

Boys Should Be Allowed to
Smoke When Dating Here

Swimmers Make Plans for
Wor

Qampus
Sportaiions

A A c» mil <2 IHf n (i <8 C\n
•*

By ANN WATERSTON

Ga. CGA Meet

Last quarter the Swimming club had only nine" members
so the girls decided that a President and Secretary wou-ld suffice
their business and executive needs, but this quarter the club
has already expanded its membership to nineteen meinbeis. So
Monday night of this week the girls elected a Yiee-Psesident,
who is Mickey McKeag and the office of Treasurer will b e
filled for this year by Beth d a t e o { t h e m e e t 8 h e w f f l t i m e
Mooney. The dues that will be c e r t a i n o f t h e g ^
teiegrapn
collected will be spent for ap- ing in her results to headquartparatus for the pool and various ers. The college wiring in the
quickest with the best results
other needs of the club,
will be the winner.
Etta Carson, President of the
Some time in the near future
Swimmers, read an invitation toe Swimmers vsSU sponger a
from the Swimming Club at Wes- swimming p i c t u r e entitled
leyan College in Macon request- "Learn to Swim", and ft wiH be
ing: our local club to come down shown in the auditorum as a
for a week-end and swim with regular picture. Watch this page
for the exact dale.
them.
So you see, by Bus brief outThe club will also compete <n
the Telegraphic Meet on Feb- line only a few of fehe manyruary the fifteenth. The theme things that the Swioantiiftg Club
of the entire meet will be speed. is planning, that it ie one of the
Already Miss Jennings has been most highly organized and busitaking a record of the time each est functioning dubs on- our
. svtfimmer makes, and on the campus?

Basketball, Ping Pong, Folk Dancing, Modern Dancing,
Harriett Hudson, Betty Adams,
Swimming, or any other club played "second fiddle" .to that
and Frances Cannon have been
wonderful rare diversion—playing in the snow. . .Dot Hall selected as G. S. C. represenlooked starry eyed out her window, and asked what it was. . . tatives to a convention on stuDoris Warnick and Darien Ellis had such a fight with the white dent problems held in Atlanta
iluffy balls that they both were unable to move their necks during the coming quarter. The (
and remain comfortable. . Jane "Mac" said "Its the coldest I've purpose of this convention is to
discuss and try to solve the probcome to home down here", .and Celia Craig laughed at
lems that.face student governout
everybody slipping and very soon have a winning
• • team
*•
-..* ments in girl's schools.
superiorly announced that the for the basketball tournament
Plans for later
meetings,
• yras used to plowing through the which wUl begfui in several amount of dues, place of next
"white stuff" waist deep.. .Tues- weeks. . .
meeting and officers will be
day night as the Folk • Dancers
Weggis,
Khorobushka, and drawn up at the Atlanta conleft for their respective dormidormi
S a n d u n g a w e r e all danced Tues
ference. Open forums and panel
tories they were ambushed with ^
^ ^ a t F o l k D a n c e . club
discussions will be held so that'
soriw balls by two figures lurk- meeting. Then Dot Peacock .any ideas that might be helpful
ing beside the Music Building. taught the Russian Dance, Ko- to all the colleges may be
Defending themselves the girls lomyka. Martha Howell was brought out.
found the 'fight pickers" were welcomed back to the club as
The delegates from here plan
none other than Miss Colvin, and was Broks Simpson as the last to work with committees on the
new member to be taken in this organization and function of the
Miss Daomser . . .
At Modern Dancing Wednes- quarter. Through an error on Honor System.
day night, Miss Barnett an- this side's part,- Gwen Mullins'
nounced that Miss Ruth Price name was omitted from the
from the Louisiana State Univer- list printed last week of the new HARVEY
(Continued from page one)
sity would be on our campus members in the Folk Club. Congratulations,
"Gwinalon",
<
and
February the twenty-second and
results of the war. They had extwenty-third. She will teach the this column apologies profound- pected the war to solve their
Physical 'Education Class of ly for the omitance. . .
economic problems but it had
Basketball is still in its priMajors s(t their 210 meeting,
failed and they looked with faand she will dance with the Club mary stage, that is the dormi- vor upon any change. . .the vicat their meeting. Anyone who is tory teams are practicing daily tors as well as the losers were
at their meeting. wyui^ »»»« ~ ^ j «* .
interested in modern dance may for the tournament that will *. ridden by the same hags of necesinieresieu
, „ „ J off wwithin
uv,in the
the next
next
come and watch, and all who played nff
sity."
' _;r ^
have had some modern danc- couple of weeks. All told there
Continuing 'the. fourth annual
were one hundred and eight girls
ing may participate. . .The girls
Institute
o£ Human Relations beout last week. On Tuesday and
are studying the lives of famous
Thursday afternoons Elizabeth gun on the campus this morning,
Modern Dancers, and Elizabeth Gay, Gene Miorris, Ann Water- Dr. Mose Harvey talked this af'Gay and Ann Waterston made ston. Peggy Booth, and Althea ternoon on the role of Russia in
short talks on Ruth St. Denis Gillan officiate at the games and the present crisis.
and Isadora Duncan respective- on Monday and Wednesdays
"There is no doubt that Rusly,
Frances Bennett, Darien Ellis, sia's entrance into the .scene in
Since Virginia Reynolds did Doris Wsirnock and Sue Dasher the West has greatly complicated
not come back to school this take over the duties of Referee- the war for all , concerned, at
winter, Beeson Hall had to elect Umpire, Scorer and Timer. . '. least at the moment" ;,he added.
a new Dormitory Sports' Lead- And as a pleasant reminder, reHarvey outlined the steps in
er. And this they did Tuesday member that tonight is the Russian foreign policy since: her
night and to the post comes Win- Roosevelt Ball, a good time, for emergence from her "isolation"
ifried Stokes, who is a very cap- a good cause, for only a small in 1934, pointing out that she
able person for this particular sum. See you there!
has pursued an extremely de"job" and we're sure Beeson will
vious policy.
He assayed the non-aggression
(Continued on back page)

Junior Class
Fills Vacancies
Bell Hall hastily elected a new
president this week when their
former president resigned. Martha Ducey was the newly elected officer.
The Junior class similarly lost
an officer when Loraine Proctor
resigned her position as representative to rec. board. Student
Council appointed Celia Craig
to fill the vacancy.

Frosh Council '
Officers Elected

A MARTIN THEATRE Phone 44
Mrs. Frank D. Adams, Mgr.
Monday - Tuesday, Ian. 29-30

The Colonnade

Feb<

fj^day^TridaY'
*
JHB GREATEST OF CAPRA HITS!!

Ann Upshaw, was elected
president of Freshman Council
this week, and Mary Linda
Dawes, and Carolyn Wilson were
elected Ovice-president and secretary,
i
These girls will lead the group
of representatives from the
freshman sponsor groups elect-.
ed recently. Ann Upshaw will
sit on cabinet and so serve as a
direct contact between her group
. and the governing body ,Q£ t,be
YWCA.
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Cupid's Headquarters
Until Feb. Hill
ROSE'S 5c and 10c STORE

l a d i e s Heel l a p s .

SUPER SHOE SERVICE
We Deliver —-:— Phone 120

ENffiS COFFEE SHOP
\
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I| Bell's Beauty Shop

BE SURE
To Shop at the

j
§

SHOE SALE

j

— At —

• »

New Supply Moccasins

SECOND FLOOR

i
i
!

_ -

i
| Reconditioned
I machinery.

I
I

w i th

new \
\

i
(Three operators with Master's 1
i license.

I

I As good wotk as you can'
Eat With Us and
Get The Best

PAUL'S CAFE

Have your Shoes rebuilt at

Bette Davis who is by an overHARPER'S SHOE SHOP
whjelmin^ decision—40 points
• above Loptfa; Young, her neat- 182 S. Wayne St.—Phone 315
•••est. o p p ^ l j r t h e ..favorite ac- |
s t r e s s . . . 'X''-'$'...»:'

Stop in for a sandwich and a
Cup of Hot Coffee
between classes.

"\

WHAT WE LIKE
(Continued from page two»

STORE

We Feature "Loggers Oak"
Leather. Tanned Especially for

Shuptrine's

Films Developed and
Enlarged

EBERHART'S STUDIO

COLLEGE DEPARTMENT

Clean with Snow

(find in any shop in Georgia.:
j If you want the best shop at I

SNOW'S

I

E. E. BELL CO.

QOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOQfr

Beautiful selection of Valentine Cards
for that Special Someone
— A T -

WOOTTEN'S BOOK STOBE
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teen different states, travelled
over fifteen thousand miles and
appeared before approximately
fifty thousand persons. Last year
they made their radio debut over
the 110 Columbia stations. The
choir is nonsecterian, arid non
denominational. In the summer
the boys go to camp in North
Carolina where they enjoy regular camp activities and prepare
their winter programs. A part
of each winter is spent in Florida
and each spring is occupied with
an extended concert.tour.

sand there is motMrig we can do
'but sit and wait until they can
'be fixed.
••••'•The other .• letter was ••an unsigned . protes t to last week's
answer to the letter from Sanlord. Some of the accusations
were undoubtedly justified, but
as to the slurs tfae editor was
believed to be casting on the
general level of backgrounds
represented toe, we can see no
.par&cwflar disgrace connected
witii earning from middle class
families, as jaaast of us dp.
IT LOOKS FROM HERE
(Continued from page four)

HARVEY
(Continued from page five)
pact now m force with Germany
in terms ot Russian "gains" and
"losses" and concluded that she
has lost about as much as she has
gained bjr t%e maneuver. "The
same thing is trae of Germany"
he aqkied..
"5t. is my opinion" Dr. Harvey •
said, "TThat.Russia's, action is still
dominated, by the idea of world
revolution. S h e . expects and
hopes that end of the present
struggle wfli -find the nations of
the west weak and torn by internal strife aact revolution, and •
ik&s rape flow iype of revolution
•Mih tike leads.*'
"She feas sobered! one serious
less, however, .she has made it
•poEsifafte for Germany to win,
a*d one thing m certam, a vietorff £«• Germany in the war
means fee tieam of Russia."

APPOLC^ BOYS

aaom.

(Continued from page three)
from the classical to the modern' style. The bays know altogetlaeir atoout 35, songs from
maMHtf. sQffie m Latin, some
Gemsua, '-some Bnglisfa. The
mxaie,.^ apart?, a ^ a p in four
•r eight (pari toaraioBy and often, very diftficulk lipst of the
nwaibers are done A Capella as
More artistic etfecte con 'be obtained through singing without
accompaniment and the delicate
quaUtfes of the boys voices are
not lost' ah ttie too often overshado^ipg. {jft&ao accompaniment' ' r ,

committee to work on this problem, and it has worked with a
success comparative to that of
the League of Nations, and for
the same apparent reason, a lack
of whole hearted support from
the strongest countries. - Quibbling and 'procrastinajtion has
prevailed and no definite program has been successfully
worked out.
3 American Attitudes
American public opinion divides into three main attitudes
concerning this question: First,
Let them in! We cannot stand
their plight.' Second, Keep them
out! We have troubles enough of
pur own and too much unemployment under existing conditions.
Third; Get them out of our sight.
They depress us. Where they
g o w e don't care!
What part is The United States
to take? No one seems to be
certain, but we might as well
admit the fact that some action
will very probably have to be
taken. No nation can strive for
and obtain a place of power and
leadership without accepting some of the, accompanying responsibilities.

MEXICAN HUARACHES

$199
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Tiae ctooir teas sung in thir-

yipaeH iia Mac©©, Attending
" G O N E ' W I T E THE , W M T
'l&afee WaS/greens Your
rteirs (or

EVERY PAIR IMPORTED
Xbe Zopotcan Indians in Mexico
weave this comfortable flat-heel Huarache entirely by hand from thonf?
ot, steer-hide eather .
note the
clever and varying designs worked
into the leather on the vamps of every pair
. . manv hours of careful
toi?'n<? in everv nair.

Ihese two qualities, that you
want and look for in a cigarette, are
yours-, only in Chesterfield's right
combination yof the best cigarette
tobaccos that money can buy.

The Steerhide H u a r a c h e iy
stocked the entire year in all sizes.
SIZES
Women's and Children's, 1 to, 10.
Bovs- 1 to 6. Men's 4 to 13.
Widths Narrow Medium, Wide.
Color is Natural Steerhide Turning Darker with Wear.,

The Huarache makes an ideal sport oi

•- And. that's not 'all...Chesterfieldgives •'•
you a FAR COOLER smoke. No wonder new
. Chesterfield, smokerss and those who have
•i enjoyed them for years, pass the word along
...they really Satisfy.

IIOUSP shoe.

•FOG© ~

COSMETIC '

Yarn's?© M w a p i Welcome. At

WfttGREEN'S

< * Taste

. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
MAII OROFRS.
Mail orders filled anywhere. Add 20c postage.
Checks and money orders
accepted. WE ALSO SHIP
C O . B.
HOW 10 ORDER: Send an outline
of the storking foot or mention
5i«c ot shop", now wearing. We
h a v e remarkable success fitting
Uiiarnchcs by mail. However, wc
malic exchanges wlich neccssarv

S H CFE
STORE
HOUSTON. TEXAS
South's Largest importers ot Steerhide iluarnches

The Cooler, Better
Ccfftjgtx )<><fo,
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